COSM 1425: Salon Operations

A. COURSE DESCRIPTION

   Credits: 5
   Lecture Hours/Week: *.*
   Lab Hours/Week: 10
   OJT Hours/Week: *.*
   Prerequisites: None
   Corequisites: None
   MnTC Goals: None

   This course gives students additional time to complete the required services and/or hours for licensure. (Prerequisites: COSM1402, COSM1405, COSM1406, COSM1433, COSM1434) (5 Credits: 0 lecture/5 lab)

B. COURSE EFFECTIVE DATES: 04/24/1998 - Present

C. OUTLINE OF MAJOR CONTENT AREAS
D. LEARNING OUTCOMES (General)
1. Demonstrate dependability
2. Demonstrate professionalism
3. Perform receptionist duties
4. Perform dispensary duties
5. Perform decontamination procedures
6. Perform safety procedures
7. Perform wet drape
8. Perform dry drape
9. Perform shampoo procedure
10. Perform conditioning procedure
11. Perform scientific brushing
12. Perform scalp treatments
13. Perform 90 degree haircuts
14. Perform 45 degree haircuts
15. Perform 0 degree haircuts
16. Perform 180 degree haircuts
17. Perform unblended haircuts
18. Perform blended haircuts
19. Perform MHFC trend release haircuts
20. Perform thinning techniques
21. Perform texturizing techniques
22. Perform shingle haircuts
23. Perform 90 degree razor haircuts
24. Perform 45 degree razor haircuts
25. Perform shear slither haircut
26. Perform razor slither haircuts
27. Perform pressure cut
28. Perform under cut
29. Perform tapered neckline haircut
30. Perform beard trim
31. Perform mustache trim
32. Perform basic blow dry styles
33. Perform basic thermal curl styles
34. Perform basic roller styles
35. Design original blow dry styles
36. Design original thermal curl styles
37. Design original roller styles
38. Perform pivot point hairstyle
39. Perform French twist hairstyle
40. Perform hair pressing procedures
41. Perform virgin haircolor applications
42. Perform retouch haircolor applications
43. Perform virgin bleach applications
44. Perform retouch bleach applications
45. Perform cap highlight technique
46. Perform foil highlight technique
47. Perform chemical relaxing technique
48. Perform color rinse application
49. Perform low light haircolor procedures
50. Perform dimensional color techniques
51. Perform formulation for deposit haircolors
52. Perform formulation for highlift colors
53. Perform trend haircolor techniques
54. Formulate corrective color
55. Perform hot oil manicure
56. Perform polish application
57. Perform tip with overlay artificial nail application
58. Perform sculpture artificial nail application
59. Perform fill application for artificial nails
60. Perform basic manicure
61. Perform basic pedicure
62. Perform basic facial
63. Perform basic make-up application
64. Perform hair removal technique
65. Perform eyebrow arch
66. Perform eyebrow wax
67. Perform highlight techniques
68. Perform facial mask application
69. Perform corrective make-up application
70. Perform basic block permanent wave wrap
71. Perform single halo permanent wave wrap
72. Perform double halo permanent wave wrap
73. Perform piggy back permanent wave wrap
74. Perform spiral permanent wave wrap
75. Perform directional permanent wave wrap
76. Perform test curl techniques
77. Perform non rod permanent wave wrap
78. Perform root perm
79. Perform oval permanent wave wrap
80. Perform circular rod permanent wave wrap
81. Perform trend release permanent wave wrap

E. Minnesota Transfer Curriculum Goal Area(s) and Competencies
None

F. LEARNER OUTCOMES ASSESSMENT
As noted on course syllabus
G. SPECIAL INFORMATION

None noted